Fencing > Signalling apparatuses / Fencing scoring equipment (list of models)

**Wireless fencing apparatuses / Wireless fencing scoring equipment**

**WF1 Wireless fencing apparatus**
(art. 897-01) Size: 26.5x21x7cm.
Wireless apparatus for signalling hits in fencing, suitable for epee and foil training.

**Electronic device to testing the fencing weapons and body-cords**

**TESTER-A2**
(art. 899-02) Size: 21,0x12,0x14,0cm.
Portable professional electronic Tester, with rechargeable battery, for measuring contact and dispersion resistance and for signaling possible micro-breaks in weapons (foil, epee, sabre) and in fencing equipment (body cords, reels, conductive jackets and t-shirts, cables, etc.). With OLED graphic display for visualizing measured values.

**TESTER-A1**
(art. 898-1) Size: 3,8x5,5x2,9cm.
Miniaturized electronic tester, with battery, to control the body-cords contacts and micro-breaking, for the three fencing weapons.

**Electronic fencing target**

**Electronic Fencing Target, EFT-1**
(art. 970) Size: 63x46x5cm.
Electronic target for fencing training.
A great teaching aid for fencing masters, who can program multiple types of exercises by setting various parameters for each exercise depending on the abilities and needs of their students.
A must-have for all fencing halls.

**F.I.E. electronic signalling units and recording apparatures for fencing 3 weapons**

**FULL-ARM-01/T**
(art. 824) Size: 56x23,5x9cm.
Recording machine F.I.E. certified, to control the three fencing weapons.
Table version.

**FULL-ARM-01/W**
(art. 825) Size: 56x19x4cm.
Recording machine F.I.E. certified, to control the three fencing weapons.
Wall version.

**FULL-ARM-05**
(art. 831) Size: 56x23,5x9cm.
Recording machine F.I.E. certified, to control the three fencing weapons.

**FA-07**
(art. 940) Size: 60x40x13,5cm.
Multifunctional fencing apparatus complete with remote control, power supply unit, and carrying case. Suitable for highest level F.I.E. competitions, but convenient for all fencing clubs due to its reasonable price. Equipped with Ethernet port for the on-line management of competitions.

**Electronic repeaters of the signalling lights for fencing**
**LIGHTS Repeater**  
(art. 894-A)  
Size: 56x19x4cm.  
Electronic repeater at distance of the FULL-ARM-01 and FULL-ARM-05 signalling lights, for the three fencing weapons.

**FULL-ARM-05 Repeater**  
(art. 832) Size: 56x23,5x9cm.  
Electronic repeater at distance of all the information provided by FULL-ARMM-05, for the three fencing weapons.

**FR240**  
(art. 960) Size: 240x62x9cm.  
A large-sized scoreboard (240x62cm) to be placed at the centre of the piste, during fencing finals. It is equipped with a sturdy case to facilitate transportation.

### Electronic miniaturized devices for fencing training and aid

**FTT-1**  
(art. 895) Size: 7,6x4,8x1,6cm.  
Miniaturized signalling device for foil and epee hits, and tester for the body-cords of the three fencing weapons.

**MINI 01**  
(art. 896-1) Size: 4x5x1,7cm.  
Miniaturized electronic signalling device, with battery, for hits of the fencing épée.

**MINI-02**  
(art. 896-2) Size: 4x5x2cm.  
Miniaturized electronic signalling wrist-device, with battery and without plug, for hits of the fencing foil.

**MINI 03**  
(art. 896-3) Size: 4x5x1,8cm.  
Miniaturized electronic signalling device, with battery and 2-pins plug, for hits of the fencing foil.

**MINI-04**  
(art. 896-4) Size: 4x5x1,8cm.  
Miniaturized electronic signalling wrist-device, with battery and 2-pins plug, for hits of the fencing foil.